Trondheim, Norway, 10 November 2017

PRESS RELEASE
TECHNI is proud to be present at the historic First Aircraft Arrival (FAA) of the F-35 planes to Norway. Since
2002, TECHNI has been a development and manufacturing partner and have delivered over 800 Leading
Edge Flaperon (LEFAS) Racks to Lockheed Martin F-35. TECHNI would like to thank Lockheed Martin, The
Norwegian Ministry of Defense, FSi, and all other partners and sub-suppliers for taking part in this
successful 15-year journey.
“The challenge in being a joint industry partner like this has taken our company from its junior league days
into the majors over these years”, says TECHNI CEO, Dag Almar Hansen in a statement. “Behind the success
of TECHNI is a broad team effort from our employees, who have been integrated with Lockheed Martin’s
supply chain and continually strive for perfection.”
Each plane cost nearly USD 100 million and it is imperative that the quality is maintained at an
exceptionally high level. TECHNI have delivered its product to all F-35 planes globally in the program so
far, and seek to become a supplier in other international aerospace industry projects, having gained the
international aerospace accreditation, AS9100. Lockheed Martin has recently briefed TECHNI about new
upcoming tasks in the program.
Norway has ordered 40 planes where ten planes have been delivered to date. For pilot training, there will
be four planes permanently stationed at Luke Air Force Base in Arizona and three planes delivered to
Norway every six months for the next several years. It is expected that a total of 52 planes will be ordered
by Norway and will serve as its most important defense along the vast coastal areas.
About TECHNI:
TECHNI is one of Norway's leading innovation companies that take ideas from concept through to finished
product for small entrepreneurial companies to large international corporations. Over the last 20 years,
TECHNI has concluded over 800 projects ranging from downhole and subsea equipment for the oil and gas
industry, to medical equipment, to defense and aerospace, including equipment currently in orbit.
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